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Before You Start: What To Expect 
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When we think of Agile Leaders, we relate them to have the ability to develop individuals, teams and 
organizations in today's VUCA world. Most likely, volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity will not 
decrease in the future… hence the skills to deal with this environment will become more and more important.

Great Agile Leaders know that these challenges can only be overcome through radical empowerment, which 
in turn requires radical enablement. Great Agile Leaders know that letting people make decisions without the 
ability or context to make decisions is a recipe for disaster. Great Agile Leaders have the ability to 
strategically align and empower their people. That means building the skills and empowering them, meaning 
trusting them to make the right decisions.

This Agile Leader online course will help you understand what Agile Leadership is all about. It provides you 
with a terminology and framework to think more systematically about leadership while giving you concrete 
tools and techniques to create high-performing agile teams and organizations.

I recommend going through the course together with others. These "others" can be people from your 
company, or people you can meet in our community. Learning together is many times more effective, but you 
can also complete this course very well alone.



Before You Start: How To Use The Workbook

Digital Personal notebook

Printout PDF
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Read it like a book - Not like a slide deck

Some love pen and paper. So we understand if you want to print out 
this document and use it as a workbook. Go ahead! You are also 
welcome to save it as a PDF and use it on a tablet. Just follow your gut 
feeling and how you prefer to work.

We designed this workbook especially for you. Work your way through 
all the questions and exercises that are complementary to the Agile 
Leader online course. Don't skip these, even if they seem difficult. The 
challenging tasks are the most likely to make you grow!

And if you have the opportunity to share what you have learned with 
others, please do so. It will help you grow.

Have fun on your learning journey.
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Module 1: The Context for Agile Leadership
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Learning Objective: Understand the Context for Agile Leadership

Hey… great to have you with us. This is the very first module of this self-paced online course for Agile 
Leaders. In this module we will dive deep into the context for Agile Leadership. You will learn about the need 
for rapid innovation, the various types of innovation, and a brief history of management. In addition, we will 
cover what agility means and how it is different from traditional ways of working.

This module contains several cases studies incl. Tesla, Apple, Haier, and Amazon. As with all other modules, 
there will be some exercises, assignments, and further readings to dive deeper into the various topics. Enjoy!

Ready? Let’s get started!
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Module 1.2: The Need for Innovation
Which organizations come to your mind that were the most successful in the past decade?

What makes organisations particularly successful or what were the driving forces behind their success?
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Module 1.3-4: Case Study Tesla and Apple 
Notes on Tesla:

Notes on Apple:



Module 1.5: The Innovation Stack
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Space for notes:
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Module 1.6-7: Case Study Haier and Amazon 
Notes on Haier:

Notes on Amazon:



Module 1.8: Context of Agile
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Space for notes:



Module 1.9: Defined vs. Empirical
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Space for notes:



Module 1.10: Drivers for Change
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Space for notes:



Module 1.11: History of Management
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Space for notes:



To give you enough space to reflect and answer the questions listed below, we have prepared dedicated 
pages for you on the following pages.

1. What type of innovation does my company/ do my clients primarily seek i.e. process, product, strategy, 
or management?

2. To what extent have we established a culture of experimentation and learning (incl. failure) within our 
organization?

3. Which of the external drivers for change is the primary one within our organization and why?
4. To what extent do I believe are people within my organization actively engaged? How big is the 

opportunity by getting more people actively engaged?
5. To what extent do we/ our clients value and thrive for continuous improvement in terms of what we do 

and how we do it? Try to be very concrete in terms of initiatives your organization has in place for 
continuous improvement of products and processes!

If there are any questions you would like to discuss, feel free to ask them in our Slack channel:
https://join.slack.com/t/scrum-academy/shared_invite/zt-oq0un5xc-o801YMlVokEjNzz7c~H0ow
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Module 1.13: Assignments | Context for Agile Leadership

https://join.slack.com/t/scrum-academy/shared_invite/zt-oq0un5xc-o801YMlVokEjNzz7c~H0ow
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1. What type of innovation does my company/ do my clients primarily seek i.e. process, product, strategy, or management?

Module 1.13: Assignments | Context for Agile Leadership
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2. To what extent have we established a culture of experimentation and learning (incl. failure) within our organization?

Module 1.13: Assignments | Context for Agile Leadership
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3. Which of the external drivers for change is the primary one within our organization and why?

Module 1.13: Assignments | Context for Agile Leadership
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4. To what extent do I believe are people within my organization actively engaged? How big is the opportunity by getting more people 
actively engaged?

Module 1.13: Assignments | Context for Agile Leadership
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5. To what extent do we/ our clients value and thrive for continuous improvement in terms of what we do and how we do it? Try to be 
very concrete in terms of initiatives your organization has in place for continuous improvement of products and processes!

Module 1.13: Assignments | Context for Agile Leadership
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Module 2: Agile Leadership
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Learning Objective: Understand Agile Leadership as a concept and how to get there

Hey… happy to see you have finished the first module and are now ready to dive into module 2. In this 
module, we will cover many things.

We will start with a question on why many leaders are hesitant to decentralize more and more decisions. 
Then, we will dive into the Leadership Agility Framework. In a first set of exercises, the intention is to make 
the framework tangible. In a second set of exercises, we transfer the insights from the framework to several 
real-world examples.

The next part of this module, covers an overall perspective on how a leadership development journey can 
look like including many helpful tools and techniques that anyone can apply. As usual, there are a bunch of 
questions to reflect on in the assignments at the end of this module.



Module 2.2.1: Exercise | Decentralization of Decision Making
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What keeps leaders from decentralizing more and more decisions?



Module 2.3.2: Exercise | Expert Leader
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In the first round of this exercise, please read the interview with the Expert Leader and then characterize that leader using the 
symbols provided on page 19. Try to capture everything that you think characterizes this type of leader. Depending on how you use 
the workbook, you can either delete the symbols that do not apply to the Expert leader digitally or just cross them out with a pen. At 
the end of the exercise you should only have a page with symbols that belong to the Expert Leader.

When you're done with the Expert Leader, go to the next lesson and watch the debriefing. Do not work on the Achiever Leader or 
Catalyst Leader yet. We will do this exercise step by step.
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YOU: How are you doing at your new leadership role?
Leader: It’s a tough job, but it’s the kind of pressure I thrive 
on—having to use my industry know-how to fix a business. I’m a 
quick study, and I like solving problems. Wind me up and I drill 
down, figure out the problems, and come up with the right 
solutions.

YOU: How did you get started?
Leader: I went right away after the information I needed to wrap my 
head around the business. I met with each of my managers. I 
studied reports—got up to speed on sales projections, financials, 
design efficiencies, and the product development pipeline. I have to 
admit, though, we have so many different products for so many 
different kinds of customers. This business is a little more complex 
than I’d expected. 

YOU: What did you focus on first?
Leader: It didn’t take me long to figure out some obvious things that 
needed to be done. I got R&D to accelerate development on a 
couple of products, and I got Sales and Marketing to support faster 
launches. I told my Development lead he needed to cut costs for 
the year by 15 percent, and I showed him a few specific budget 
items to prune. Also, I told Finance to start getting me the monthly 
numbers on time and I gave them a new way to format the data to 
make it easier for me to analyze costs.

YOU: What’s it been like working with your leadership team?
Leader: I get more real work done with my leaders when I meet 
with them one-on-one. Getting everybody together just isn’t 
productive. By and large, though, group meetings usually don’t get 
you that much. People tend to hold back. When I do progress 
reviews, people focus more on making a good impression than on 
getting down to the real facts. Everybody else sits back and looks 
like they don’t want to be there.

YOU: Have you run into any particularly challenging 
problems?
Leader: To be honest, I’m frustrated. My VPs don’t seem to share 
my sense of urgency. I’m also not sure we have all the right people 
in the top few levels of management. But I don’t think this is the 
time to shake things up with a lot of personnel changes. Right now, 
what I need to focus on is getting this business back on track and 
under control.

YOU: Have you had any especially challenging conversations?
Leader: Last week, HR asked if they could talk to me about 
company morale. Apparently, some people were offended by some 
of the comments I made. I’ve gotta say, I was pretty disappointed to 
see how closed-minded they were to new ideas. I just wish more 
people here shared my passion for making this a first-class 
operation. Sometimes I wish I could clone myself.

Module 2.3.2: Exercise | Expert Leader

Source: Leadership Agility by Bill Joiner & Steven Josephs
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Module 2.3.2: Exercise | Expert Leader



Module 2.3.3: Debrief | Expert Leader
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Space for notes:



Module 2.3.4: Exercise | Achiever Leader
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In the second round, please read the interview with the Achiever Leader and then characterize that leader using some of the 
provided icons on an empty slide (also included in the PPT deck). Feel free to also include other icons or text boxes. Make sure you 
capture everything you believe characterizes this type of leader well.

Once you are done with the Achiever Leader, go to the next lesson and watch the debriefing. Do not work on the Catalyst Leader yet. 
We will do things step by step.



YOU: How are you doing in your new leadership role?
Leader: It’s moving forward. However, this company has lost its 
focus and competitors are eating our lunch. They fell into the 
success syndrome - everything’s working, and you just keep doing 
it. The big challenge is shifting people’s mind-sets. I’m working on 
getting everyone’s head back into the marketplace, thinking further 
out and looking at things from the customer’s point of view.

YOU: How did you get started?
Leader: For the first month or so, I mainly just took a lot in. Got to 
know the leadership team, did skip-level interviews, talked with 
current customers and ones we’d lost, walked around the office, 
and generally made myself visible. I even held a town hall meeting 
to share what I’ve learned. I think leadership needs to challenge 
and inspire others to go beyond what they think is possible.

YOU: What did you focus on first?
Leader: The company’s biggest strategic problem is that it lost its 
innovative edge. In this industry, new technologies become 
obsolete quickly. We need to revamp our new product development 
process and some of our other business processes to be more 
responsive to customers. I’m also looking to see if we have the 
right people to execute the strategy.
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YOU: What’s it been like working with your leadership team?
Leader: We usually meet once a week. I start by sharing updates 
and important information, but I try to reserve most of the time for 
group discussion of important topics, either strategic or operational. 
I know I need to motivate them to focus more externally, so in every 
meeting I try to introduce at least one agenda item that stretches 
them in that direction.
By having them work on how we’re going to achieve the strategy, I 
got them to buy into the strategy itself! 

YOU: Have you run into any particularly challenging 
problems?
Leader: I can’t say that it’s all been smooth sailing. I don’t think 
everyone’s going to be up to the challenge in front of us. I am very 
concerned about one leader in particular. I can tell he hadn’t really 
bought into the need to change, and he is just going through the 
motions.

YOU: Have you had any especially challenging conversations?
Leader: I had a number of conversations with one leader on his 
poor performance. Before long, I was telling him what he needed to 
do if he was going to stay with us. I asked HR to help me be sure I 
was handling this the right way. They were actually very helpful.

Module 2.3.4: Exercise | Achiever Leader

Source: Leadership Agility by Bill Joiner & Steven Josephs
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Module 2.3.4: Exercise | Achiever Leader



Module 2.3.5: Debrief | Achiever Leader
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Space for notes:



Module 2.3.6: Exercise | Heroic Leadership
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Now that we have covered the Expert and Achiever Leader, I want you to take a few moments and think about two questions:

1. Why do we refer to Expert and Achiever Leaders as Heroic Leaders?
2. Why do people act this way?

Once you have spend a few moments thinking about these two questions and ideally written down your thoughts, move on to the next lesson 
and watch the video.



Module 2.3.7: Debrief | Heroic Leadership
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Space for notes:



Module 2.3.8: Exercise | Catalyst Leader
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You know the process 😉 Read the interview, describe the Catalyst Leader using the visuals and then watch the video. See you 
soon!

On page 37 you are welcome to take notes for insights from the debriefing.



Module 2.3.8: Exercise | Catalyst Leader
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establish a culture based on participation, mutual respect, and 
straight talk. I think it’s going to help change the way they lead their 
own teams and a step toward creating a new culture.

YOU: What’s it been like working with your leadership team?
Leader: In many ways, it’s like a laboratory. I’m trying to develop a 
leadership team that can serve as a prototype of a participative 
culture. This is so important that I try to spend a few hours a week 
with the team engaging in important strategic and operational 
issues. They see I can be influenced by their ideas, and they know 
it’s not just a game.

YOU: Have you had any especially challenging conversations?
Leader: I can think of several. I’ve been coaching some leaders 
and asked them for feedback on my leadership approach. After 
some trepidation, some people actually spoke up! The most 
challenging were meetings with one leader. I saw that we weren’t 
going to turn this place around if he stayed in his position. I asked 
him his perspective and gave him a room to respond. Soon he 
acknowledged that he was over his head. After we reached that 
level of honesty, I said, “If you could invent any job, what would it 
be?” Turns out he loves the client work over leading people, so we 
were able to restructure his role.

YOU: How are you doing in your new leadership role?
Leader: This company has lost its edge, but I’ve always respected 
their tradition of excellence and innovation. I envision a company 
that will not only regain its status as industry leader but also 
become a benchmark for other industries—a participative, 
high-performing organization that’s a great place to work. To do 
that, people need to learn to lead and manage this place in new 
ways.

YOU: How did you get started?
Leader: I got to know the leaders. I walked around a lot and started 
following some social networks. I sought out innovators, learned 
what they’re doing, and gave them some encouragement. I also 
met with key customers, including some former customers, and I’ve 
asked leaders and others to do the same. Then we all shared 
together what we learned.

YOU: What did you focus on first?
Leader: I held a two-day off-site with my leaders and some of their 
people to surface issues. I reiterated our goals to achieve 
profitability and industry leadership, and said, “To achieve these 
goals, we need everyone to contribute their best work and ideas.” 
We only touched the tip of the iceberg, but it was a productive two 
days and have ideas to carry forward. Sustaining industry 
leadership takes more than innovative know-how and a can-do 
attitude. I believe that the best companies are those that 
intentionally set out to

Source: Leadership Agility by Bill Joiner & Steven Josephs
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Module 2.3.8: Exercise | Catalyst Leader



Module 2.3.9: Debrief | Catalyst Leader
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Space for notes:



Module 2.3.10: Leadership Agility Framework
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Space for notes:



Module 2.4.1: Intro | Leadership Principles Exercise
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Go through each of the principles and evaluate for yourself whether the principle is more linked to Expert, Achiever, or Catalyst 
Leadership. Some of the principles you might not associate 100% to any of these leadership mindsets. In these cases, identify which 
ones would be applicable and why.

Once you are done with both Amazon and Google, move to the next lesson and watch the debriefing videos.



Module 2.4.1: Intro | Leadership Principles Exercise
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Go through each of the principles and evaluate for yourself whether the principle is more linked to Expert, Achiever, or Catalyst 
Leadership. Some of the principles you might not associate 100% to any of these leadership mindsets. In these cases, identify which 
ones would be applicable and why.

Amazon Leadership Principles Expert Achiever Catalyst

1. Customer Obsession. Leaders start with the customer and work backward. They work vigorously 
to earn and keep customer trust. Although leaders pay attention to competitors, they obsess over 
customers. 

2. Ownership. Leaders are owners. They think long term and don’t sacrifice long-term value for 
short-term results. They act on behalf of the entire company, beyond just their own team. They 
never say “that’s not my job." 

3. Invent and Simplify. Leaders expect and require innovation and invention from their teams and 
always find ways to simplify. They are externally aware, look for new ideas from everywhere, and 
are not limited by “not invented here". Because we do new things, we accept that we may be 
misunderstood for long periods of time. 

4. Are Right, A Lot. Leaders are right a lot. They have strong judgement and good instincts. They 
seek diverse perspectives and work to disconfirm their beliefs. 

5. Learn and Be Curious. Leaders are never done learning and always seek to improve themselves. 
They are curious about new possibilities and act to explore them. 

Source: https://www.amazon.jobs/en-gb/principles

https://www.amazon.jobs/en-gb/principles
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Amazon Leadership Principles Expert Achiever Catalyst

6. Hire and Develop the Best. Leaders raise the performance bar with every hire and promotion. They 
recognize people with exceptional talent and willingly move them throughout the organization. 
Leaders develop leaders and are serious about their role in coaching others. We work on behalf of our 
people to invent mechanisms for development like Career Choice. 

7. Insist on the Highest Standards. Leaders have relentlessly high standards - many people may think 
these standards are unreasonably high. Leaders are continually raising the bar and driving their teams 
to deliver high-quality products, services, and processes. Leaders ensure that defects do not get sent 
down the line and that problems are fixed so they stay fixed

8. Think Big. Thinking small is a self-fulfilling prophecy. Leaders create and communicate a bold 
direction that inspires results. They think differently and look around corners for ways to serve 
customers.

9. Bias for Action. Speed matters in business. Many decisions and actions are reversible and do not 
need extensive study. We value calculated risk-taking.

10. Frugality. Accomplish more with less. Constraints breed resourcefulness, self-sufficiency, and 
invention. There are no extra points for growing headcount, budget size, or fixed expense.

https://www.amazon.jobs/en-gb/principles
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Amazon Leadership Principles Expert Achiever Catalyst

11. Earn Trust. Leaders listen attentively, speak candidly, and treat others respectfully. They are 
vocally self-critical, even when doing so is awkward or embarrassing. Leaders do not believe their or 
their team’s body odor smells of perfume. They benchmark themselves and their teams against the 
best.

12. Dive Deep. Leaders operate at all levels, stay connected to the details, audit frequently, and are 
skeptical when metrics and anecdotes differ. No task is beneath them. 

13. Have Backbone; Disagree and Commit. Leaders are obligated to respectfully challenge decisions 
when they disagree, even when doing so is uncomfortable or exhausting. Leaders have conviction 
and are tenacious. They do not compromise for the sake of social cohesion. Once a decision is 
determined, they commit wholly. 

14. Deliver Results. Leaders focus on the key inputs for their business and deliver them with the right 
quality and in a timely fashion. Despite setbacks, they rise to the occasion and never compromise. 

https://www.amazon.jobs/en-gb/principles
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Go through each of the principles and evaluate for yourself whether the principle is more linked to Expert, Achiever, or Catalyst 
Leadership. Some of the principles you might not associate 100% to any of these leadership mindsets. In these cases, identify which 
ones would be applicable and why.

Google Research on Great Management 

Google set out to determine what makes a manager great at Google. But first, a research team tried to prove the opposite: that 
managers actually don’t matter, that the quality of a manager didn’t impact a team’s performance. This hypothesis was based on 
an early belief held by some of Google’s leaders and engineers that managers are, at best, a necessary evil, and at worst, a layer 
of bureaucracy. 

The team defined manager quality based on two quantitative measures: manager performance ratings and manager feedback 
from Google’s annual employee survey. This data quickly revealed that managers did matter: teams with great managers were 
happier and more productive. 

But knowing that managers mattered didn’t explain what made managers great. So the team asked employees about their 
managers. By going through the comments from the annual employee survey and performance evaluations, the team found ten 
common behaviors across high-scoring managers. The researchers also conducted double-blind interviews with a group of the 
best and worst managers to find illustrative examples of what these two groups were doing differently.
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Google Manager Behaviors Expert Achiever Catalyst

1. Is a good coach. A good coach avoids the trap of solving every problem for their team as soon as it 
arises. Rather they use these problems as teaching moments. They guide and share insights at the 
right time, letting their team gain valuable experience along the way. 

2. Empowers team and does not micromanage. Everybody hates a micromanager. In contrast, a good 
team lead gives their people enough freedom--to explore new ideas, to experiment, and to develop 
(and adapt) their own working style. In addition, great managers make sure their people have the tools 
and flexibility they need to do their jobs. 

3. Creates an inclusive team environment, showing concern for success and well being. Great 
managers make it a priority to build trust in their teams. As Google puts it: In a team with high 
psychological safety, teammates feel safe to take risks around their team members. They feel 
confident that no one on the team will embarrass or punish anyone else for admitting a mistake, 
asking a question, or offering a new idea. 

4. Is productive and results-oriented. The best managers make those around them better. They realize 
what their teams are capable of, and they use emotional intelligence to motivate their people and help 
them realize their potential.

5. Is a good communicator - listens and shares information. Great managers are great listeners--this 
enables understanding. They also share what they can, realizing transparency is beneficial for the 
team as a whole. They share sincere and specific praise, early and often. But they also don't hold back 
from giving necessary (negative) feedback--making sure to frame it in a way that is constructive and 
easy to learn from. 

Source: https://rework.withgoogle.com/… and https://www.inc.com/…

https://rework.withgoogle.com/%E2%80%A6
https://www.inc.com/%E2%80%A6
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Google Manager Behaviors Expert Achiever Catalyst

6. Supports career development and discusses performance. Great managers are invested in their 
people. They provide career path options, realizing not everyone wants to follow the same road. They 
also don't hold their people back for personal gain. Rather, they support team members and help them 
to reach their goals. 

7. Has a clear vision/strategy for the team. Great managers know where they're going, but they make 
sure the whole team knows, too--rather than keeping them in the dark. They are also careful to 
communicate "scope," realistic expectations as to what specific actions are needed to execute a 
strategy, and each team member's role in delivering. 

8. Has key technical skills to help/advise the team. Great bosses understand a job well and are skilled 
at the work they oversee. If an effective manager is brought into a new department, they take time, in 
the beginning, to familiarize themselves with their people's everyday work and challenges. This earns 
them the respect of their team. 

9. Collaborates across Google. Some managers create silos, running their teams with an "us versus 
them" mentality, competing against other teams within the company. Great managers have the ability 
to see the big picture and work for the good of a company as a whole. 

10. Is a strong decision-maker. Great managers take the lead. They make tough decisions, and make 
sure everyone understands the reasons behind those decisions. Then, they commit to following 
through.

Source: https://rework.withgoogle.com/… and https://www.inc.com/…

https://rework.withgoogle.com/%E2%80%A6
https://www.inc.com/%E2%80%A6
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Module 2.4.3: Debrief | Google Great Managers
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Module 2.5.2: Foundations of Good Decisions
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Module 2.5.3: What is Mindset?
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What does Mindset mean to you?



Module 2.5.4: Awareness, Choice & Change
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Module 2.5.5: Do, Lead & Coach
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You can watch the video once and then fill out the document for yourself. Think about at least 3-5 current tasks and responsibilities 
that you are acting as an Expert but where you want to change towards either Achiever or Catalyst. In addition to thinking what type of 
triggers can help you remember following that new path, also think about what needs to be in place so that you can follow that new 
path without everything breaking apart.

List a few of your projects, 
tasks and responsibilities

My current habit
(Do, Lead, oder Coach)

My desired habit
(Do, Lead, oder Coach)

Ideas on how to remind myself 
i.e. which triggers can I use?



5 simple steps to lead better conversations:

1. Align Objectives
What are we talking about?
Set context.

2. Explore Perspectives
What is their perspective?
Others share first.

3. Clarify Understanding
What did you hear (or feel) they said?
Be explicit.

4. Share Insight/Wisdom
What is your perspective?
It is OK to share.

5. Empower Action
What are they going to do next?
Let them own it.

Module 2.6.2: Catalyst Conversation

52

As mentioned in the video, start practicing the Catalyst Conversation in 1-on-1 or group meetings, you can apply it to help your team 
members solve problems, or use it in a sales conversation. There are really no limits to this. Also, share your experience practicing 
the catalyst conversation in our Slack community.



Module 2.6.2: Catalyst Conversation
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1. Align Objectives
● What is the issue or challenge you are facing?
● Who should be involved in this discussion / decision?
● When does this decision need to be made, or action need to be taken?
● What do you hope to get out of this conversation? 
● How would you like me to assist you with this during this conversation?
● The topic I would like to discuss is <...>; what do you want to talk about?

2. Explore Perspectives
● What is your perspective of the situation? How do you feel about it?
● What have you considered or tried already?
● How long have you been dealing with this situation?
● Why is this issue so important to you right now?
● Who else have you been discussing this with, or working with this on?

3. Clarify Understanding
● Let me check that I understand your perspective…
● I sense that this is bothering/ exciting/ stressing you. Is that correct?
● It seems there are a few issues here <...>. Which do you want to explore?
● That’s an interesting perspective <...>. Can I explore that deeper with you?
● As you are talking about <...> it appears to be a different topic. How are they related?



Module 2.6.2: Catalyst Conversation
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4. Share Insight/ Wisdom
● Something I have found valuable is <...>. How do you see that?
● You are reminding me of <...>. How does that relate to your situation?
● I have a perspective I would like to share with you <...>. What do you think?
● You mentioned <...>. Here is another way to look at it.
● I have never been in such a situation. Are you OK to explore options?
● I like your next step <name it>. Another next step I might consider is <...>.

5. Empower Action
● I heard a few possible next steps in our conversation. Is there one you see as a way forward? Based on our conversation thus 

far, what do you see as a possible next step?
● What options do you see to move this situation forward?
● What do you feel should happen next? Who should be involved in that?
● Is there anything you need from me to help you carry this forward?
● Who else can assist you in taking this forward?
● Maybe we could reflect on it for a day or two and come back with possible next steps.



Module 2.6.3: Powerstyles
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Module 2.6.4: Manager on a Page | Sohrab Salimi 
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On Delivering Results

Focus on results all the time – always take the CEO (Product Owner) perspective on what we as a company (not only you as an 
individual) should be doing… Our company OKRs should give you direction. 

All priorities are relative; there is always something top priority and you need to know it! Ask if unclear… It is my most important job 
to set priorities for the organization. 

Take responsibility and do not make excuses; I react very negatively to that; we (including me) are all here to produce results, do 
it, or tell me why you couldn‘t and then we work together on improving.

Raise red flags early; deadlines are serious – manage time buffer; be on time for meetings and expect me to do the same… if I do 
not, don’t be afraid to point it out. We need to keep each other accountable! 

I want to understand if we made mistakes, and why, so we can learn – and then we immediately look forward... it’s not personal 
and I am not looking to blame anyone 

I will be sometimes hands-off and sometimes hands-on, depending on my interests, my priorities, my coaching desires, my 
perception of your control of the work. Do not be worried if I am either too hands-off or too hands-on for your taste; tell me in that 
case, and I can then adjust or explain 

Always ask for support and feedback; better ask than be sorry – I will tell you if I expect you to walk alone at least for some time… 
be aware I am not testing you, I want to figure out with you where the real questions are i.e. where you lack context so that you and I 
can work on it together
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Do not apologize for your private appointments, vacations, etc. Just tell me if this keeps you from fulfilling a request I have. It will 
be mostly fine then 

Deal with anything I request or mail to you about within max. 1 workday – unless I explicitly stated that it is not urgent. If you 
cannot solve it by then, tell me the estimated-time-of-arrival. Do not leave requests unanswered for more than a day. I expect you to 
follow up yourself – if I have to do that, I get really annoyed. I do not want to manage your schedule in addition to mine 

You can expect replies from me within max. 1 workday - unless I am on vacation. If you do not get it, send your mail again. Put 
me under pressure. You have a right for quick replies. Make it very explicit if I am your bottleneck... make sure I am working on 
the right priorities!!!

On How I Operate

I am an introvert and extrovert (I know this is weird). Better not put me in a box. Sometimes I need to process information, 
sometimes I need to think out loud. I will try to let you know which one I am doing. 

I am extremely direct and open, so you will always know where you stand. Do not interpret hidden messages. I do not do hidden 
messages. Ask if unclear. Also, be direct to me; I will almost certainly not understand your hidden messages or implied criticism or 
whatever; tell me straight-up 

Feedback should be direct, frequent, informal – both downward and upward (focus on improvement potential). Negative feedback 
only in 1on1 interactions and not in groups/teams.
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Don't hesitate to email/slack me frequently (I don't want you to manage my info load; you can even email/slack me 10x a day), 
and clarify what you want me to do (or nothing as an FYI) – and I clearly prefer single-topic emails (even if many)... I use emails as 
my to-do list, so one email containing multiple problems is really bad for me to deal with. If you want to send me a to-do I prefer email 
over slack 

I often work weird/early/weekend/etc. hours – I don't expect you at all to follow. I also email at weird times, and I don’t expect you 
to answer at weird times, too. If something is urgent, I will phone/WhatsApp you. Make your own schedule in alignment with your 
team – I don’t care about face time

On Meetings

Every meeting needs to have objectives/agenda and be prepared: what do you want to accomplish? We should go out of every 
meeting with agreed-upon results, tasks, responsibilities, timeline; pro-tip: write the summary in the meeting and not afterward 

I learn better by reading and then discussing vs listening and discussing; thus send docs for meetings ideally 24 hours upfront. 
Do not run meetings with docs I have not pre-read (if you cannot do that, I will spend the first minutes of our meeting reading and 
processing)

Set an imaginary value of €2,000 per hour for meetings with me. How would you prepare a meeting if this is the price per hour? 
How would you want me to prepare? How would we conduct the meeting? Which topics should be addressed at all? Whether this is a 
realistic price or not, my time and yours is precious and we should treat it as such.
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To give you enough space to reflect and answer the questions listed below, we have prepared dedicated 
pages for you on the following pages.

1. What type of leadership approach (Expert, Achiever, Catalyst) do you primarily model?
2. What are the benefits and downsides of that approach for you, your team, and your organization?
3. Do you want to embark on your personal Agile Leadership journey? If yes, why?
4. What is going to be your concrete next step towards becoming a better leader? Pick at least one very 

concrete thing!
5. How are you going to ensure you follow the new path i.e. what kind of triggers and mechanisms will 

help you?

If there are any questions you would like to discuss, feel free to ask them in our Slack channel:
https://join.slack.com/t/scrum-academy/shared_invite/zt-oq0un5xc-o801YMlVokEjNzz7c~H0ow

https://join.slack.com/t/scrum-academy/shared_invite/zt-oq0un5xc-o801YMlVokEjNzz7c~H0ow
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1. What type of leadership approach (Expert, Achiever, Catalyst) do you primarily model?

2. What are the benefits and downsides of that approach for you, your team, and your organization?
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3. Do you want to embark on your personal Agile Leadership journey? If yes, why?
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4. What is going to be your concrete next step towards becoming a better leader? Pick at least one very concrete thing!
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5. How are you going to ensure you follow the new path i.e. what kind of triggers and mechanisms will help you?
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Learning Objective: Understand how to develop teams towards higher performance and creativity

Hey… happy to see you have finished the second module and are now ready to dive into module 3. In this 
module, we will cover several models, tools, and techniques on how to systematically develop teams in agile 
and non-agile contexts.

If you have no experience and/or knowledge about Scrum – a specific agile framework – it is recommended 
to watch module 4 of our Agile Fundamentals class: 
https://lms.agile-academy.com/courses/agile-fundamentals 

The class is free, so it’s not like we want to sell something to you 😉 BTW: The other modules of that course 
about Design Thinking and Kanban are also very useful.

Before you start this module, skip to the next page and answer the following questions: Do you have a 
systematic approach to developing teams? And if yes, what do you do concretely?

Ready? Let’s get started!

https://lms.agile-academy.com/courses/agile-fundamentals
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Do you have a systematic approach to developing teams? And if yes, what do you do concretely?
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To give you enough space to reflect and answer the questions listed below, we have prepared dedicated 
pages for you on the following pages.

1. Are the teams you are leading real teams i.e. share a common goal and need each other to achieve 
that goal?

2. Have you used any systematic ways of team development in the past? If yes, what was it? And no, 
“team building” as a general term does not count 😉

3. How can your team benefit from having working agreements in place?
4. How can your team benefit from you focusing on their development as a team?
5. What will be your concrete next step?
6. If you want to discuss questions with fellow participants of this course, feel free to join our slack 

channel if you haven’t already: 

If there are any questions you would like to discuss, feel free to ask them in our Slack channel:
https://join.slack.com/t/scrum-academy/shared_invite/zt-oq0un5xc-o801YMlVokEjNzz7c~H0ow

https://join.slack.com/t/scrum-academy/shared_invite/zt-oq0un5xc-o801YMlVokEjNzz7c~H0ow
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1. Are the teams you are leading real teams i.e. share a common goal and need each other to achieve that goal?

2. Have you used any systematic ways of team development in the past? If yes, what was it? And no, “team building” as a general 
term does not count 😉
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3. How can your team benefit from having working agreements in place?
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4. How can your team benefit from you focusing on their development as a team?
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5. What will be your concrete next step?
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Learning Objective: Learning to lead and transform organizations towards more agility

Hey… happy to see you have finished the third module about leading teams and are now ready to dive into 
module 4. In this module, we will cover several models, tools, and techniques on how to systematically 
develop an organization towards becoming more agile. The intention is to build more nimble, more 
productive, and more humane organizations.

Similar to all other modules, this module will include educational videos, exercises (to be done individually), 
and reflection at the end. I strongly recommend to not do the full module at once as we cover many topics 
and you probably need some time to digest.
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On the following pages you will find a shareholder letter written by Jeff Bezos in 2015. I have done some work for you by highlighting 
some of the most important aspects of the shareholder letter. Nevertheless, I believe it is worth the investment to read the whole 
thing.

Once you are done reading the letter, work with the Culture Map to lay out the Amazon Culture based on how you perceive it from the 
shareholder letter. Of course this letter is biased as it reflects the CEO’s perspective and what he wants his shareholders to know. We 
do not claim that you can get a perfect sense of the culture at Amazon from this letter. We also do not claim that Amazon is the best 
company in the world. But the letter is a great source to get an idea of the culture and use it for working with the Culture Map to gain 
practice.

Link to Shareholder Letter: https://media-lms.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/material/agile-leader/amazon-shareholder-letter.pdf 

https://media-lms.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/material/agile-leader/amazon-shareholder-letter.pdf
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Module 4.2.4: Exercise | Amazon Culture
Now work with the culture map to describe the Amazon culture as you perceive it from the letter to shareholders.
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Create

Compete

Collaborate

Control

People

Systems

Market/ 
Future

Internal/ 
Status quo

Module 4.3.4: Exercise | Competing Values Framework
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Your task is to evaluate which visual/slogan belongs to which quadrant of the CVF. For some icons on the next page, there is no clear 
answer, so put them into a quadrant that you believe fits best or better. When you work with pen and paper use different colors to 
mark the quadrants. 
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This page depicts all icons placed based on my experience and understanding of the framework. After comparing the results, feel free 
to proceed with the next video where I talk about a few specific characteristics of each of the dominant cultures.

Module 4.3.4: Exercise | Competing Values Framework
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Module 4.3.6: Mapping the Agile Manifesto in the CVF
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Watch the video instructions  and try to place the topics next to the graphic accordingly. So far these are arranged randomly. Compare 
the results.

Working Product

Comprehensive Documentation Contract Negotiation

Customer CollaborationFollowing to a plan

Responding to Change

Processes & Tools

Individuals & Interactions
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Module 4.4.5: Organizational Metrics
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Module 4.5.2: Kotter Change Model
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Module 4.5.3: Drivers for Change
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Module 4.5.6: Example | Personal V2MOM - Sohrab
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On the following pages, this workbook includes two dedicated pages with a V2MOM canvas as a template for you to work in. 

Your task is to do two things:

1. Create a V2MOM for your personal change journey  – you can take inspiration from mine
2. Create a V2MOM for your organization’s change journey  – you can take inspiration from Salesforce

Once you are done, feel free to move to the next lesson where we close the section on transformation and change.
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To give you enough space to reflect and answer the questions listed below, we have prepared dedicated 
pages for you on the following pages.

1. How does the Culture Map of your organization look like?
2. Where would you position your organization in the Competing Values Framework?
3. What kind of structures, policies, and metrics support your current organization culture?
4. What kind of structures, policies, and metrics could result in a new and more agile culture?
5. What are your key takeaways from the case studies about Amazon and Netflix?

If there are any questions you would like to discuss, feel free to ask them in our Slack channel:
https://join.slack.com/t/scrum-academy/shared_invite/zt-oq0un5xc-o801YMlVokEjNzz7c~H0ow

https://join.slack.com/t/scrum-academy/shared_invite/zt-oq0un5xc-o801YMlVokEjNzz7c~H0ow
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2. Where would you position your organization in the Competing Values Framework?
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3. What kind of structures, policies, and metrics support your current organization culture?
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4. What kind of structures, policies, and metrics could result in a new and more agile culture?
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5. What are your key takeaways from the case studies about Amazon and Netflix?
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Learning Objective: Testing your key takeaways from this course

Hey… you are officially done with all teaching modules. The final step towards finishing this course is to take 
the quiz. Don’t worry, we are not in school. You can take the quiz as often as you need, and you can also take 
as much time as you need. Feel free to go through some of the resources. My intention is to make the 
learning stick, not make you feel bad.

In the first lesson of this module, I will share with you some information about the quiz itself. The second 
module is the quiz.

Ready? Let’s get started!
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Congratulations on completing the Agile Leader course!

If you've gone through all the modules and participated in the exercises, you should have gained great insight 
into the role of an Agile Leader and yourself!

If you're looking to continue your learning journey, check out our expanded offerings of courses. There you 
will find not only foundation courses, but also dedicated courses for Product Owner and Scrum Master & 
Agile Coach. We also offer courses that help you visualize different topics better, so that you can share ideas 
more effectively in your organization. You can find more information on our training overview: 
https://www.agile-academy.com/en/trainings/

Want to explore the role of the Agile Leader even further?
Here you will find more inspirations:

● https://www.agile-academy.com/en/agile-leader/
● https://www.agile-academy.com/en/agile-leader/articles/

It was our pleasure to guide you through this workbook. We hope you enjoyed the course.

https://www.agile-academy.com/en/trainings/
https://www.agile-academy.com/en/agile-leader/
https://www.agile-academy.com/en/agile-leader/articles/

